PROVEN PERFORMANCE
TOPTINT COLOUR. THE DREAM
THE OPTIMUM CONCRETE COLOURED FINISHES
Toptint Colour is a collection of concretes available in a wide palette of standard and bespoke colours for internal floors, external walkways and creative landscapes.

THE CHALLENGE
Evans Concrete was responsible for fabricating ‘Dream’ – a striking 20m high sculpture portraying the head of a girl with her eyes closed. The design was inspired by conversations with ex-miners and members of the community of St. Helens, Merseyside. The aim was to look to the future as well as the past, and create a beautiful contemplative space for future generations to enjoy.

OUR SOLUTION
For this unique project Tarmac supplied a bespoke concrete mix containing all white materials and specialist ad mixtures as well as form work.

A Pinxton Readymix plant was designated to the project and 200m of concrete was batched and supplied over a ten-week period with one or two pours a day. A dedicated truck together with the requisite technical assistance was used to transport the concrete to the sculpture’s disposable moulds.

RESULTS AND BENEFITS
The high level of technical expertise and creative blend of materials resulted in a stunning, almost luminescent, white marble finish which brought the design to life and provided a poignant contrast to the black coal buried beneath it. The sole use of dedicated equipment, technical support and transport ensured that the concrete remained in immaculate condition throughout the process.

For more details contact your toptint@tarmac.com or call 0800 1 218 218